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CATALOG OF THE
N . J. STATE TEACHERS COLLEGE AT NEWARK

GENERAL INFORMATION

Location
The College is located between Broadway and Brood Street, Newark,
ot the intersection of Fourth Avenue. Pu blic Service buses 13, 18 and
28 poss the building. Other convenient buses ore 27, 30, 60, 82, I00, 112,
114, 116, 128. The Pennsylvania, Central, Lackawanna and Erie Railroads
ore easily accessible.

History of the College
The New Jersey State Teochers College at Newark is one of the
oldest teacher-training institutions in the United States. It was founded
os ll city normal school in 18 55, fifth of its kind. Its program grew with
the developing demands for the education of teachers, until in 191 3 it
was token over by the State and become o State Normal School. At
that time the school was moved to its present site, which is one of the
historlcol spots of Newark. The home of General Philip Kearny was
torn down to make room for the present building, and one wall of the
old house con still be seen in one of the sunken gardens.
Until September 1929 all curricula were two years in length. On that
date all curricula were extended to three years in conformity to new regulations. In 1932 the Industrial Arts Curriculum was expanded to four years.
In 1934 all curricula were extended to four years and the school was
authorized to g rant the degree of Bachelor of Science in Education in the
several fields for which it prepares teachers. In 1937 the school was
officially designated os the New Jersey State Teochers College at Newark.
Prior to 1924 the curricula prepared for teaching in the elementary
grades and kindergartens in the public schools of the State. In that year
the Industrial Arts Curriculum was established, which prepares men to
teach in elementary, junior and senior high schools of the State. In 1932
there was added o Fine Arts Curriculum, which also prepares for teaching in elementary, junior and senior high schools. The Curriculum for
Teochers of Handicapped Children was established in 1946.

Accreditation
The New Jersey State Teachers College at Newark is accredited by
the American Association of Teache rs Colleges, and is o member of the
American Council on Education.

Curricula
The College offers five professional curricula, all of which lead to the
degree of Bachelor of Science in Education:

13

The General Elementary Curriculum prepares students to teach in
any elementary school of the State in grades one through eight inclusive.
The Kindergarten-Primary Curriculum prepares students to teach in
the kindergarten and in grades one t hrough four inclusive.
The Industrial Arts Curriculum prepares for the teaching of industrial arts in the elementary schools and in the junior and senior high
schools of the State.
The Fine Arts Curriculum prepares for the teaching of fine arts in
the elementary schools and in the junior and senior high schools of the
State.
The Curriculum for Teachers of Handicapped Children prepares for
teaching in the elementary grades with additional specialization in the
education of the mentally retarded, speech defective, orthopedicolly
handicapped, partially seeing or hard of hearing.

State Certificates and Degrees
All professional curricula at the State Teachers College ot Newark
lead to the degree of Bachelor of Science in Education. The degree is
issued under the authority of the State Board of Education and is prerequisite to the granting of certificates to teach in the State.
Limited teachers college certificates, appropriate to each of the
curricula listed above, ore granted by the State upon graduation from
the College. Each certificate entitles the holder to teach in any of the
grades and subjects covered by the curriculum in which he has been
prepared.
All limited certificates as at present issued ore valid for three years.
After three years of successful teaching experience they may be mode
permanent upon recommendation of the President of the College.

Expenses
Tuition for Residents-According to the laws of 1933, tuition charge
of $ I00.00 is mode for all students who are residents of the State of New
Jersey. Half of this tuition fee is payable at the beginning of the first
semester and half at the beginning of the second semester of each year.
Summer session tuition is charged in addit ion.
Tuition for Non-Residents-Non-residents of the State are required to
pay tuition at the rote of $ I0.00 per semester point. This is payable on
registration. Summer session tuition is charged in addition. In determining
residence, the residence of the parent or legal guardian of the student is
considered to be the residence of the student.
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Refunds

List of Expenses for Residents*
Fint

s.me.ter
Tuition ... . .. . .. • .. . . . ............ . ... . . .... .. . $50.00
Student OrgeniHtion Dues . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
5.50
Athletic Dues . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . .
2.00
Service cha rges:
Matriculation . ..... . ....•.. . .... . . . .. . . . . •.
1.00
Photogreph • ..... ... .. , . , .... , . .. ... ..... . .
.35
Course Supplies . ........ . . .. . ... .. . .... ... .
1.00
Contingency, ( Public: Relations, Publications,
Assembly Programs, Health Service, Field
Trips) . . . . .. .... ....... .... . . . .......... .
I.SO
Leboretory (Fine Arts end lndustriel Arts mejors only)
I.SO

Second
Semester

$50.00
5.50
2.00

Totol
$ 100.00
11.00
-+.00

1.00

1.00
.35
2.00

I.SO
I.SO

3.00
3.00

• The College reserves the right to change ot any t ime the regulations regarding tuition
and service charges.

Tuition may be paid in full or by a deferred payment plan. Service
charges and dues must be paid at the beginning of each semester. Under
the deferred payment plan the initial tuition payment is twenty dollars.
Arrangements for deferred payment are made through the Finance Office
and must be completed prior to the date of registration. Checks should be
made payable to the New Jersey State Teachers College, Newark.
All students who enroll after the last date set for registration will
be required to pay a service charge of $1 .00.
Each student buys his own books, which may be secured from the
College Book Store at minimum cost. Combination locks required for
lockers are paid for at the Book Store and obtained in the Registrar's
Office upon presentation of receipt.
All students are required to purchase gymnasium costumes approved
by the College.

Transcripts
One transcript of record is furnished the student without charge.
A service charge of $ 1.00 is made for each additional transcript. In
accordance with prevailing practice only unofficial transcripts are sent
d irectly to the student.

Withdrawals
All withdrawals from college must be handled through the Office
of the Registrar. Procedure and regulations covering withdrawals are
as follows:
I. A stude nt withdrewing from college must obtein e withdrewel slip from the
Directo r of Student Personnel.
2. Tuition is c harged until tho withdrawal slip is recorded by the Registrer.
3. The finendel obligations of tho student must heve been mot et the time
of withdrewel.

In computing refunds, the date of withdrawal is the date on which the
Registrar of the College receives a written notice from the student, his
parents, or his guardian. Refunds shall be made in accordance with the
policies adopted by the State Board of Education.

Scholarships and Loans
State Scholarships-In 1937 the State Legislature passed an act
(Chapter I09, P.L. 1937) creating scholarships in the six State Teachers
C olleges. These scholarships are awarded annually in accordance with the
provisions of the act and the rules and regulations prescribed by the
Commissioner of Education with the approval of the State Boord of
Education.
The provisions of the act follow:
I. There shell be ewerded ennuelly in tho Steto Toechors Colleges e number
of scholerships not to exceed ton per cent of tho number of beginning
students eccopted for entrenco.
2. The scholership will exempt the student from the peyment of tuition
thro ughout the four yoers' course.
Note: Scholarship students ere not exempt from service charges
e nd dues.
3. Students shell be selected for scholarships in tho order of excollence es
determined by competitive exeminetions.
4. Only students who demonstrete need for finen ciel assistance ere eligible
to write tho competitive oxeminetions.
5. The totel number of scholerships shell be ewerded by co unties in tho
retio that tho po puletion of the county beers to tho totel popule tion of
the Stete.

Any scholarship may be withdrawn if scholastic standing is unsotisfactory. In case of withdrawal the scholarship is transferred to another
student otherwise eligible.
An applicant for admission to the State Teachers College at Newark,
who wishes to compete for a scholarship, should obtain a scholarship
application blank from the Registrar. In order to be considered the application blank, with all data inserted and signatures properly affixed,
must be moiled not later than two weeks prior to the date of the entrance
examination.

Work Scholarships-By legislative act students demonstrating need
for financial assistance may be awarded work scholarships. The number
of such scholarships shall not exceed fifteen per cent of the college enrollment and the amount thus earned by any one student shall not exceed
the amount of tuit ion. Applications for such scholarships shall be made
to the President of the College.
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Ralph P. Sozio Memorial Scholarship-This is a $ I00.00 scholarship,
awarded to a member of the sophomore, junior o r senior class who exemplifies to a high degree those qualit ie.s of constructive leadership and
good scholarship so essential in a successful teacher.

High School personality rating. A rating of the st udent's personalit y and probable fitness to succeed in colle.g e courses. This
rating shall be made by the officials of the applicants secondary
school on a form furnished by the Registrar.

Memorial Loan Fund-I n the name of Helen Craft, Lillian Hetherton,
Robert McKenna and Donald Walsh. This is an endowment fund set up to
provide loans to stude nts for other than tuition purposes. ~tude~ts are
not eligible for loans from this fund unti l they have been 1n res1de~ce
for at least one year. These loans bear no interest charge but a service
charge of $1 .00 a year is made subsequent to graduation.

Certificate of graduation. A certificate showing graduation from
the twelfth grade of an approved secondary school or a certificate
showing that the applicant is scheduled for graduation during the
cu rrent scholastic year. Th is certification shall name the secondary
school subjects which the applicant has completed a nd in which
he is enrolled, the number of weeks given to each subject, the number
of class periods per week, and the scholastic standing of the applicant. The units to be accepted for admission shall be prescribed
by the Commissioner of Education.

Procedure for Applicants
Applicants fo r entrance are directed to communicate by letter with
the Registrar, requesting an application blank. All blanks should be
properly filled in, a nd returned t o the Registra r promptly. Ar~angements
for personal interviews with faculty members of the College will be made
after the proper supporting records have been received.

Conditions for Entrance
Conditions for entrance t o the fresh man class of the State Teachers
College at Newark aro as follows, according to the current rules of the
State Board of Education:

Entrance Examinations. Freshmen may enter the New Jersey State
Teachers College at Newark at the beginning of the fall or spring
semester. All applicants for admission to the freshman class shall take
examinations prepared under the direction of the Commi~sioAer o~ .Education. Said examinations shall be inspected by t he Boards Committee on
Teachers Colleges which shall report to the Board its recommenda_tio~s or
comments concerning t he nature and standards of such examinations,
which nature and standards shall be subject to the approval of the Board.
Entrance examinations will be given in the latter part of April fo r entrance
in September and in the first part of Janua ry for mid-year entrance.
Information concerning the exact dates of these examinations will be sent
upon request.
Eligibility for Taking Entrance Examinations. Applicants shall be at
least fifteen years, nine months old. A certificate of birth may b~ required. The followi ng credentials shall be forwarded to the Registrar
prior to the entrance examinations:
Health report. A report from the family physician concerning the stodent's condition of health. This report shall be made
on a form furnished by the Registrar.

Physical Examination. All candidates must be examined by t he College
Physician to determine whether they are free from any disease or infirmity
which would unfit them for teaching. An examination by the Physicia n
may be required of any student at any time in his course to determine
whether his physical condition warrants his continuance in the College.
Transfers With Advanced Standing. Students In good standing in
another New Jersey State Teachers College may transfer without examination to the State Teachers College in Newark. No student who
has been dismissed from a New Jersey State Teachers College shall be
admitted to the State Teachers College at Newark.
Applicants who have successfully completed two semesters in an approved college and who have an honorable dismissal may be accepted
with advanced credit provided that such transfer does not cause the
total enrollment in any curriculum to exceed the q uota established by the
Commissioner of Education. Courses with content similar to those required
at the New Je rsey Stat e Teachers College at Newark are accepted at
full value provided the work is of high quality.
The requirements for graduation for a student accepted by transfer
are planned carefully in order to prevent duplication. The time necessary
for a transfer student to complete graduation requirements will depend
upon the number of courses completed before transfer. However, the
min imum time is never less than two full semesters, one of which shall
be the second semeste r of the senior year. Applicants for admission
by transfer who have completed less than two full semesters in another
college shall be required t o take on entrance examination.
All advanced credit applicants meet the Deon of Instruction for a
personal interview. It is recommended that t he following credentials be
submitted to the Registrar with the Application : (I) A certified transcript
of advanced credits; (2) a brief description of personal history data.

A Science Laboratory

Cow1seling

A Sociology Class
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The Wood Shop
A Fine Arts Croup

The Ri.di11g Club
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Students who are grad uated in the upper half of t heir high school class
and who do not meet t he above requi rements may with the approval of
the Dean of Instruction substitute other attainments.

Approved Secondary Schools
Candidates are admited from public or private secondary schools
approved by the State Board of Education. In case of doubt as to the
accreditation of any secondary school, the candidate should ascertain
from the Registrar the status of the secondary school of which he is or
expects to be a graduate.

Scholarship and Attainment Standards
Ca re is exercised to insure high scholarship standards. Selective procedures are designed to admit only those who may with credit to themselves and the College undertake the program of studies. Encouragement
for superior work is provided through the announcement each year of
the honors group. The status of the College as a fully accredited member
of the American Association of Teachers Colleges requi res that caution
be exercised in retaining any student who falls below the accepted academic standards.
The marking system of academic achievement is as fellows:
A-Superior
8-Above Average
C-Average
D-Below Average
F-Failure
Inc-1ncom plete
Wd-W ithd rawn
"Incomplete" is given only when, for reasons acceptable to the instructor, the work of the course has not been finished . If such work is not
completed within the quarter immediately following, a failing grade is
automatically given.
A student receiving F in any academic subject in the curriculum
must repeat t he subject to obtain c redit therefor.
Should a st udent obtain D or F in 30 per cent or more of the t otal
semester hours d uring any one semester, he is subject t o d ismissal from
College. A student thus liable to dismissal may be placed on probation
by t he President, if in his judgment the case wa rrants exception. In such
cases, however, the student's work must be improved to insu re retention
in t he College.

outhern Entrance
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Library Facilities
During the College sessions the library is open to stu~ents at 8:~0
a. m. exclusive of holidays a nd week-ends. Hours of closing vary with
the needs of students in the Part-Time and Extension Division, and are
posted on the library bulletin board. Circulation of books and ~+her material is closed t o students of the day classes after 4:00 P· m. an o rde r t o
conserve the time of the staff for more effective service to the pa rt-time
and extension student body. The library houses a specialized coll~ct_ion
of more than 35,000 books relati ng t o ed uca tion in t he fields of specialization offered at the C ollege, a nd to de partme ntal cu rricular needs. It
also includes fi les of pamphlets a nd pictures, a collection of fi ne editions
of children's picture books, a c hi ldre n's library of more :hon 2,~00 ~olu mes
and a subscription list of some 200 magazines and serial publications.
A ll students of the C ollege also have full library privileges at the
Newark Public Library. Problems prese nted by special needs in the
graduate field or in departmental research ar~ ~rovi~ed . fo r through
arrange ments made with an organization of special libraries 1n t he metropolitan area or through inter-library loan, both procedures set up by application t o the Librarian fo r t his service.
Instruction in methods of library research is provided by the Librarian
to a ll freshman students, t hrough the English classes. Cards of introduction to the reference department of t he New York Public Library are
available to a ll special research students whose problems warrant t he
use of that Collection; these cards may be obtained through the college
library.

Cafeteria

29

Selection
Care is exercised in the selection of students to determine whether
t hey have the qualities_ and capa~ities demanded by the increasingly high
standards of the teaching pr~fess1on. Each applicant is interviewed prior
to accepta nce. School officials and parents of applicants are asked t o
cooperat~ in arranging the appointments for these interviews, which a re
a n essential part of the application.

Orientation
. The period of adjustme nt from high school to college can be a very
trying one fo r stude ~ts. The C ollege, in a va riety of ways, helps t he
st~de nt make the ad1ustments so that he may start this new expe rience
~ 1th a_sense of_ security in his newly-fou nd college world . The pre-entrance
int erview provides the first step in orientation, for it brings the student
to the C ~llege during t he spring preceding his admission, and gives him an
opportunity to meet several members of the facu lty and to ask questions
~bout the c~llege_ program. The counseling service also perfo rms an
important orientation function, not only through the direct nelp g iven the
new student by the counselor, but t hrough contacts with t he up per classmen in the counse ling group as wel l.
A series of informal talks to freshmen , in small groups, g ives the newc_o mers some under~tanding of t he college program, including t he curricu l_um and the social and club activities, and of the special counse ling
services offered. Freshmen are g iven an opportunity to meet the specia list s
of t~e sta~ personally and to hear from them first hand co ncerning their
services, since t hey would not ordinari ly meet these persons in their daily
classwork.
In addit ion, social affairs durinQ the first few weeks help new st udents
t o ta ke t heir place in t he life of t he C ollege.

The C ollege maintains a cafet eria for the convenience of the students

Counseling

and the faculty.

STUDENT PERSONNEL SERVICES
The New J ersey State Teachers C ollege at N_ewark acknowledges . its
responsibility in helping to supply t he State with. teachers ~~s~essang
effective teaching personalities. Hand in hand with respons1b1lity f~r
t he curriculum goes responsibility fo r the all-rou~d d evelopment ?f its
students. This means that each student must be given an opportunity t o
develop to the full extent of his capabilities. Through its student services,
t he College provides opportu nities for this t otal student development.

Each stude nt, upon e ntrance, is assig ned t o a faculty counselor who
~erves as that student's adviser for the four years of college. Eve ry effort
1s made by t he cou nselor, t hrough interviews a nd informal social contacts,
t o become s? well acquainted with his counselees that they wi ll feel free
to come t o him for help when needed. Five or six students a re assigned t o
t he c~~nselor each year. Thus each counselor has within his "counseling
g roup students on all four class levels with a total of about twenty stud e n:s· This comparat ively small number of counselees makes it p ossible for
adviser and student really to know each other. Basic to t he counseling
service is t he philosophy that students should become self-directive in
t he solving of their problems, not t hat their problems should be solved
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for them. It is the role of the counselor to help the student to identify
his problems and to approach their solution constructively.
Available to students and counselors is a variety of special counseling
services. A consultant psychiatrist and a physician are part-time members
of the staff. Full-time members include a mental hygienist, a health counselor and speech specialists. Students may go to these specialists voluntarily or be referred through their faculty counselors.

STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS AND ACTIVITIES
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In order th_at
may help students achieve the many-sided developme~t so essent1~l 1n teachers, the College offers a variety of experiences
designed to assist students in developing their interests and abilities, in
having _social experiences and in developing the lasting friendships which
are so important a part of college life.
.

H ealth Service

The Student Organization

The physical well-being of a person who enters the profession of
teaching is so important that a thorough health examination is required
at entrance, both by the student's family physician and by the college
physician.
The health service includes follow-up by physician and health counselor of any necessary corrective measures. Periodic health examinations,
including hearing and vision tests, are provided. Contacts with clinics
and hospitals are arranged through the health service when necessary. In
accordance with the New Jersey State Law, each student is given an
annual X-ray examination.
The student at all times is encouraged to assume the responsibil ity
for the promotion of his own health.

Every student upon entrance automatically becomes an active member of the Student Organization. Legislative and executive powers of the
Student Organization are vested in the St udent Council, whose membership is made up of class representatives.

Records
A cumulative personnel record is kept for each student, which p rovides
a growing account of his development throughout the four years of college. In order to help the student understand his own assets and liabilities,
a battery of placement tests is administered each fall to all new students.
The results of these tests are interpreted to each student, and bcome part
of his cumulative record .

Placement
Placement of graduates is facilitated by a comprehensive set of
records, which reveal special aptitudes and abilities and outstanding contributions to the student life of the College, as well as academic proficiency. Every effort is made to place the graduate in the position for which
he or she is best fitted.

Follow-Up
During the initial teaching experience the College arranges with the
cooperation of employing authorities to continue the advisory function.
No attempt is made to supervise instruction in the field except as the
special knowledge of the faculty members concerning the graduate,
gained during the student-teaching experience, enables them to give
pointed assistance.

Clubs
_Through a di:ersified program of clubs many avenues for widening
horizons are provided. The musical organizat ions make a double contribution,_ to '.hose who participate and to those who listen. Similarly the college
publ1cat1ons, the Norms Theater Guild, the Dance Study Club, and Nu
Lambda Kappa (a creative writing club which publishes occasional anthologies of student poetry and prose) contribute something to all the
students of the College. The Art and Crafts Club, the Science and
Ma:~ematics C lub, the Forum Club, the Camera Club, all offer opportun1t1es for student development. The clubs are actual expressions of the
students' own interests. When a desire for a club in some new area is
apparent, the club is formed and funds from the Student Organization are
made available for its support.

Sports
T~e Athletic Association has general charge of the inte r-collegiate
and intra-mural sports of the College. Inter-collegiate schedules are
~rovided in basketball, tennis, and fencing; and intra-mural programs
include basketball, tennis, archery, swimming, deck tennis, table tennis,
~oft ball, volleyball, shuffleboard, bowling, horseback riding and rifle shooting ... Thr~ughou ~ the sporJ-s prog ram the emphasis is on widespread
part1c1pat1on for the good of all students, rather than on building a
varsity team. It is wholesome for every teacher to have a sports hobby
and many of the sports which students enjoy at the College can be carried
over into later recreational interests.

Social Program
The social program offers opportunity for development in still another
direction. By participating in class and club and all -college parties the
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students grow in social competence. The counseling groups, too, offer
opportunities for learning what to do in- social situations, and how to
plan and carry through certain types of social activities. This is particularly important in the education of prospective teachers who will,
almost without exception, be called on later to help with such affairs in
their own teaching situations.

Social Sororities and Fraternities
Social sororities and fraternities must have the approval of the college
administration. Their organization, constitutions and by-laws are subject
to review. Such social organizations are not administered through the
Student Organization.

Honorary Educational Societies
Epsilon Pi Tau. The Omicron Chapter of Epsilon Pi Tau, a national
honorary fraternity, open to ranking members of undergraduate body pursuing an Industrial Arts major, was established in December 1936. This
honorary industrial arts fraternity is open also to high ranking graduates
from this field. The purpose of the fraternity is to encourage high professional standards, scholarshlp, and professional ability in Industrial Arts
and to promote research.
Kappa Delta Pi. Delta Rho Chapter of Kappa Delta Pi is an honor
society in education open to ranking members of the junior and senior
classes of all curricula. Alumni of the College may also become eligible to
membership subsequent to graduation upon meeting the requirements
of the society. The purpose of the society is to promote scholarly attainment and professional leadership in education.

Education For Camp Leadership
All students are eligible for the ten-day institute at Sussex, New Jersey,
offered jointly by the State Department of Public Instruction and Life
Camps, Inc. This intensive course is available at low cost to a small group
of selected students. The institute is held immediately following the
close of the spring semester. Two points of credit in education are
granted upon successful completion of the work.

ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
The purpose of the Alumni Association is to identify its members with
the social and professional interests of the College. The Executive Board
holds Its regular meetings at the College.
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LABORATORY KINDERGARTEN
The laboratory kindergarten provides opportunities for students to
have direct contact witfi children in connection with college courses during
the junior and senior years. The following types of experiences are given:
directed observation and child study; acquaintance with materials of
instruction; participation in the activities of the daily program, including
story telling, music, games, excursions, planning for seasonal activities, and
mothers meetings.

PART-TIME AND EXTENSION DIVISION
The Part-Time and Extension Division offers a program to meet the
needs not only of teachers-in-service who wish credit toward a degree,
but to all who desire courses for their personal and professional growth.
Courses are offered in the late afternoons, evenings and Saturday mornings in the college building at Newark and off-campus in many communities in New Jersey. Such courses may be applied by graduates of two
or three-year curricula toward the Bachelor of Science degree. The degree
is offered in all majors regularly conducted in the College in residence.
Fields of instruction include Education, English, Fine Arts, Health Education, Industrial Arts, Library Service, Mathematics, Music, Physical Education, Science, and Social Science.
In addition, courses are offered in the following special fields:
I. Courses of interest to students working for New Jersey certification for the teaching of handicapped children.
2. Refresher courses of interest to forme r teachers who desire
to return to teaching.
3. Courses of interest to persons holding secondary certification
who wish to teach in grades 5-8.
4. Courses of interest to persons who wish to qualify for the
school nurse's certificate.
5. Courses for the emergency industrial arts certificate.
6. Courses for the extension of the emergency industrial arts
certificate.
7. Courses of general cultural interest.
Students who wish to secure the degree of Bachelor of Science in
Education through the Part-Time and Extension Division may matriculate
by filling in the necessary matriculation form, which can Be secured at
the extension office, and by payment of the matriculation service charge
of $1.00. When cour_ses have been completed in other institutions prior
to matriculation, official transcripts of such courses must be submitted at
the time of matriculation.
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A fee of $8.00 per semester hour of credit is charged all students
in the Part-Time and Extension Division in addition to a registration service
charge of $1.00 per semester.
Special bulletins are issued each semester dealing with the work of
this division. Those desiring information concerning courses should communicate with the Director of the Part-Time and Extension Division.

SUMMER SESSION
The summer session extends over a period of nine weeks. Some classes
continue t hroughout the entire nine weeks' period; others continue for six
weeks only. Students in the summer session may apply c redits so earned
toward the appropriate certificates or degrees. These summer courses are
ope n to undergraduate, elementary and seconda ry school teachers, kindergarten-primary teachers, fine arts teachers, industria l arts teachers, principals and supervisors in elementary education or in special fi elds, and
to ot hers inte rested in cultural and personal growth. Graduates of any
accredited state t eacher-training institution desiring further certificate
credits or ca ndidacy for the Bachelor of Science degree are eligible to
enroll. Those who have received their basic preparation in accredited
teacher-training institutions in states other than New Jersey may also
matriculate for credit toward advanced certificates or degrees.
For further information concerning the summer session, communicate
with the Director of the Part-Time and Extension Division, New Jersey
State Teachers College at Newark.

CURRICULA OF THE COLLEGE
The curricula are organized so t hat the student's work is a gradual
blend of general education and specialized or professional education.
These two elements permeate the four years of college with general
education receiving the major emphasis during the earlier years and professional education during the latter years.
To provide a core of general education the curricula of the various
special fields require in their major work comparable areas of general
education. There is also a common core of basic professional courses,
those areas in which all teache rs should be we ll grounded. In addition to
these two elemenis of the curriculo speciolized professionol courses and
professionalized subject matter courses are added to suit the needs of
each curriculum .
Electives are placed in sequences and termed curriculum variables,
for a student choses his electives in the choice of his curriculum. The
curriculum variables are listed in the following outline of curricula . At
the end of t he listing a group of curriculum variables is given from which
substitutions may be made for meeting special needs of various groups or
individua Is.
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GENERAL ELEMENTARY, KINDERGARTEN
PRIMARY AND TEACHERS OF HANDICAPPED
FRESHMAN
First Semeste r
General Education
Eng.
Eng.

l81

~undomentals at English ( 1 ) ........ . .. .. .. ......................................
undamentals of Speech .............................. .......... ....
1
th
.1grnw~st~r~ ct~1~~~ti~~)
1
~~:: fJl'~~~~r~J1ci.H~~~t;h~~tr8 o'.e~~·
105 Physics 12) ·········••····· • ······
9
Ph. Ed. 101 Organized Rccreatio~ ........ :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::

~~~\d.?

i·1·,-···::.:::::::::::::.:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Periods Sem. Hrs.
3
2
1
1

~

2
3

3

2
2

~

1

Curriculum Yaria bles
2

2

3

3

18

Second Semester
~ng.

11gi rungomentols

General Education
of English ............................................................... .

2
£f\c\? 1!i~e;r:~~~~~i!~!~:•ii~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
~c!.
iiolcgl{, Sci. 104 Chemistry or Sci. 106 Physics ....................

/if

P~. Ed. 102rs'b~~~n~~~tie~;.,~ti~Xg_i_~~~... ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

3
1

2

2
3
3
2
2

1
2
3
2
2
1

2
3

2
3

Curriculum Variables
tu~· i1

gJ i~~1~m;~f~F;e~r~u~i~ A~·t··. :::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::: ::
1

18

(I) Students whose entrance examinations show non-readiness to enroll for beginning
college courses in English, mathematics, sciences, and social sciences may be
admitted providing that during the summer session previous to matriculation they
remove their deficiencies by completing one or more non-credit courses selected
from the following: American history, English composition, general science, and
introductory mathematics.
(2) Applicants for the kindergarten primary certificate, the general elementary certificate, or the certificate for teachers of the handicapped are required to carry successfully one laboratory science each semester of the freshman and sophomore years
unless exempt on the basis of previous courses completed in high school. Applicants for the general elementary certificate who have not completed a year's
course in a high school laboratory science are required to complete introductory
biology and introductory chemistry during the first two college years and then
elect introductory physics for four semester points during the junior or senior year
or during a summer session.

GENERAL ELEMENTARY, KINDERGARTEN
PRIMARY, AND TEACHERS OF HANDICAPPED

SOPHOMORE
First Semester
Soc. Sci. 201 Geographical Influences on Civilization
~us.
fociol Interpretation of Music .............. ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
E~~· 201 lnt~~d~~ti;~ t;•t~:;,t~;;~o,;···ed;:.~;i";"·········--······························ ·······
Ph. Ed. 201 Rhymthmicol Recreation ........~.~... ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

}8i1

Periods Sem. Hrs.
3
3
2
2
3
3

~

2

l
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Currieulum Variables
Soc. Sci. 211 American Civilization ........................................................ ..
Sci. 101 Biology, Sci. 103 Chemistry, or Sci. 105 Physics ...................... ..
Math. 2 11 General Mathematics .................................................................. ..

2
3
2

2
2
2

GENERAL ELEMENTARY
JUNIOR
First Semester

17

Seeand Semester
General Education
Ed. 204 Psychology ....................................................................................
Mus. 202 Social Interpretatia n of Music .............................................. ..
Ed. 202 Introduction to American Education ........................................... .
Eng. 202 Survey at Literature ................................................................ ..
Ph. Ed. 202 Rhythmical Recreation ............................................................
Currieulum Variables
Soc. Sci. 212 American Civilization ........................................................ ..
Sci. 102 Biology, Sci. 104 Chemistry or Sci. 106 Physics ........................
Math. 212 General Mathematics ................................................................ ..
Ed. 252 Principles a t Teaching Handicapped ..........................................
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3
2

2
3

3

2
2
3

Professionalized Subjeet Matter
Sc i. 311 Science in the Elementary School ..............................................
~u~· ~ J
~rts. a~d 'itioftEI in the Ete's'ehtory School ................................
us,c ,n
e
ementory c ool ............................................ ..
Basic Professional Courses

l

2

1

~~: ~g~

2

2
2
2
2

Soc. Sci.
Ed. 35 1

3

2
2

Periods Sem. Hrs.
2
2
2
2
2
2
3

t~ii~t' 8~wthf o~~ucg~iiclop~~~t'··::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
0

Speeialized Professional Courses
World Geography for Teachers ...................................... ..
peech Correction ........................................................................ ..
Curriculum Variable
Eng. 313 Contemporary Literature ............................................................
~ 11

3

2

2

3
2

3
2

2

19

2
18

Seeond Semester

PRACTICUM
Throughout the third year, the college courses are integrated with
field study and participation in the public schools. C lassroom instruction is
planned to make the field study more meaningful and t he field study, in
turn, vitalizes intramural learning.
The Practicum provides for the gradual induction of students into
teaching as a profession. Selected public school systems, offering a
variety of practical working conditions, have agreed to provide elementary
schools as centers for observation and participation by the students. The
situations range from kindergarten through sixth grade, with an occasional
seventh and eighth grade.
Each student visits various classes in one of these centers and spends
his entire time in a classroom at the center during one quarter. In this
way an opportunity is given for each junior student to build up by gradual
stages a working participation in the regular daily program of a public
school classroom.
The first-hend e xperience of the Practicum provides for
I. Realistic knowledge of t he teacher's work in the public schools.
2. Direct knowledge of children as they actually live, play and
work.
3. Awareness of the normal gradations of capacity of children
through the elementary school age levels.
4. Acquaintance with the parental and community relationships
of the school.
5. A background of organization and administration of public
elementary schools.

Professionalized Subjeet Matter
MPhathE. 3 12 Mathematics In the Elementary School ....................................
. d. 3 12 Physical Education in the Element ary School ........................
Eng. 312 Language Arts in the Elementary School ............................... .
Basic Professional Courses
~4 Educat ional Psychology ..............................................................
Visual and Auditory Aids in Education ...................................... ..
Specialized Professional Courses
~ci.
~
General Science for Teachers ..................................................... .
oc. c,. 312 World Geography for Teachers ........................................... .
Curriculum Variable
Eng. 314 Contemporary Literature ........................................................ ..
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2
2
2

2
2
2

3
2

3
2

2

2

3

3

2

2
18

(Junior Practicum Integrated with courses of Junior Year)

GENERAL ELEMENTARY
SENIOR
First Semester
Periods Sem. Hrs_

Professionalized Subjeet Matter
Eng. 411 Reading in the Elementary School ............................................. .
Basic Profeuional Courses
~~·
ci~~s Socio~g\ ..t,..........i...M........,..H....:......................................
room pp ,ca ions o
enta
yg,ene ............................. .
Specialized Professional Courses
Moth. 411 Statistics and Evaluation in the Elementary School
Ph. Ed. 4 11 Recreation:il Leadership ..........................................::::::::::::::::
Curriculum Variable
F. A. 4 11 Arts and Crafts I ...................................................................... ..
Student Teaching
Ed. 403 Student Teaching 4 weeks ..................................................... .

4~f

2

2

3
2

3

3

2

3
1

3

3

2

4
18

Second Semester
Professionalized Subieet Matter
~~c .. S~i 41 thi~:~!s St~1~es In the Elementary School ..............................

g

rature ................................................................. .
Basic Professional Course
Ed. 402 School and Community Health and Safety Education .... ........ ..
Specialized Professional Course
Moth. 412 General Mathematics for Teachers ....................................... .
2

2
2

2
2

2

2

2
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38

Curriculum Va riables
F. A. 412 Arts and Croft II ...................................... ..............................
Soc. Sci 404 I nternot,onol Relations or 414 Government and Pol1t1cs ..... .
Student Teaching
Ed. 404 Student Teaching 4 weeks ........................................................

3
3

3
3

4

18

Specialized Professional C ourses
The Kindergarten Primary Curriculum .........................................
C ur r iculum Variables
F. A. 412 Arts and Crofts 11 ................................................................ ..
Soc. Sci. 404 International Relations or Government and Politics .............. ..
Student Teach ing
Ed. 404 Student Teaching 4 weeks .....................................................

Ed. 422

2

2

3
3

3
3

4

18

KINDERGARTEN PRIMARY

INDUSTRIAL ARTS

JUNIOR

FRESHMAN

First Semester

First Semester

Professio nalized Subject Matte r
Sci. 31 I Science in the Elementary School ................................................
F. A. 311 Arts and Crofts in the Elementary School ............................
Mus. 311 Music in the E,ementory School ................................................

G eneral

Periods Sem. H rs.
2
2
2
2
2
2

Ed ucation
Sem. H rs.

2

1
2
3
2
2
1

Basic Profe ssiona l Courses
Ed. 301
Ed. 303

3

Philosophy of Education .............................................................. ..
Child Growth and Development .................................................

3

2

2

3
2
2

3
2
2

Specialized Professional Courses
Soc. Sci. 311 World Geography for Teachers ........................................
Ed. 351 Speech Correction ........................................................................
Eng. 321 Language Arts for Kindergarten-Primary Grades .............. ..

18
Second Semester
Profe ssionalized Subj ect Matter
Moth. 312 Mathemat ics in the Elementary School ................................
Ph. Ed. 312 Physical Education in the Elementary School ....................
Eng. 312 Language Arts in the Elementary School ................................
Basic Professiona l Courses
Ed. 304 Educational Psychology ..............................................................
Ed. 302 Visual and Auditory Aids in Education ......................................

2
2
2

2
2
2

3
2

3

3
4

3
4

3
2

18
Seco nd Semester

3
1
2
3

2

Soc. Sci. 312 World Geography for Teachers ........................................
Ed. 322 Principles of Education of Young Children ............................

18
(Junior Practicum integrated with courses of Junior Yeorl

1
2
3

2
2

2
2
1

4¼
2

3
2

3

Spe c ialized Professional Courses

2

18

INDUSTRIAL ARTS
SOPHOMORE
G eneral Education

KINDERGARTEN PRIMARY

First Semester

SENIOR
Fi rst Semest er
Periods Sem. Hrs.
Professionalized Su b ject Matter
Reading in the Elementary School ..........................................

2

2

Basic Professional C ourses
Soc. Sci. 401 Sociology ..............................................................................
Ed. 40 1 Classroom Applications of Mental Hygiene ................................

3

3

4

4

Eng. 411

2

2

Specialize d Professional C ourse
Ed. 421

The Kindergarten Primary Curriculum ........................................
C urriculu m Varia ble
F. A. 411 Arts and Crofts
St udent T eaching
Ed. 403 Student Teaching 4 weeks .................................................. ..

3

3
4

18

2
2

2
2

2

2

Basic Professional Course
Ed. 402

School and Community Health and Safety Education .......... ..

Geographic Influences on Civilization ..............................

0

~~~~~y

-~~-~i~

~

18
Second Semest er

Second Se mester

Professio nalize d Subject Matte r
Soc. Sci. 412 Social St udies in the Elementary School ........................... .
Eng. 412 Children's Literature ......................................................................

Periods Sem. H rs.
3
3
2
Eng. a201
I n;rPLft~r~f~re°f.
...::::::::::::: ::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::
3
Ed. 2 1 Introduction to American Education ............................................
2
2
Ph. Ed. 201 Rhythmical Recreation ..............................................................
2
1
Curriculum Varia bles
2
I. A. 233 Mechanical Drawing I ........................................................ ..
I. A. 231 Metal Work
3
2
Moth. 233 Mathematics ~f ..industrial .. Arts..................................................

~i~. S2b1 201

G eneral Educ at ion
Ed.
Phychology ....................................................................................
Mus.
2 Social I nt erpretotion of Music ..................................................
Eng. 0 2 Survey of Literature ....................................................................
Ed. 20
Introduction to American Education .......................................... ..
Ph. Ed. 202 Rhythmical Recreation ............................................................
Curricul um Variables
I. A. 234
I. A. 232
Moth. 234

2fci
2z

3
7.
3
2
2

~=Ji:!~{;~sD1?t1::;;~~;i~i::i;~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: r·~
3

3
2
3
2
1
2
3
2
18

CATALOG OF THE

40

FINE ARTS

INDUSTRIAL ARTS

FRESHMAN

JUNIOR
First Semester

First Semester
Professionalized Subject Matter

Periods Sem. H rs.
3
I. A. 335 Graph ic Arts I ..........................................................................
2
I. A. 333 Mechanical Drawing 111 .......................................................... ..
3
I. A. 331 Woodwork Ill .......................................................................... ..
3
I. A. 337 Ceramics ......................................................................................
Basie Professional Courses
3
3
Ed. 301 Philosophy of Educat ion .............................................................. ..
2
2
Ed. 303 Child Growth and Development ......................................................
Specialized Professional Courses
2
2
Ed. 33 1 Principles of Industrial Arts Education ......................................
18

j'/2

~tt

Second Semester

rh

Professionalized Subject Metter
336 Graphic Arts II ........................................................................
334 Mechanical Drawing IV ................................................................
332 Woodwork IV ..............................................................................
338 Household Mechanics ..................................................................
Basie Professional Courses
Ed. 304 Educational Psychology ..................................................................
Ed. 302 Visual and Auditory Aids in Education ....................................
Specialized Professional Courses
Ed. 332 Curriculum and Teaching of Industrial Arts ................................

I.
I.
I.
I

41
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A.
A.
A.
A.

4¼,

F. A. 141
F. A. 143

3

1
2
3

3

2
2

Curriculum Variables
Pointing ........................................... ............................................ .
Drawing-Composit ion-Design ..................................................

2
1

2

3
2
2
1

3
2

18

General Education
Eng. 102 Fundamenta ls of English ................................................................ ..
Eng. 104 Fundomentols of Speech ................................................................ ..
Moth. 102 General Mathematics I ............................................................... .
Soc. Sci. 102 Western Civilizat ion ............................................................. .
Sci. 102 Biology, Sci. 104 Chemistry or Sci. 106 Physics ........................
Sci. 108 Personal Health and Hygiene ................................................... .
Ph. Ed. 102 Organized Recreation ..............................................................

2
3

4¼
3

3
2

2

2

Periods Sem. Hrs.
Eng. 101 Fundamentals of English ................................................................
Eng. 103 Fundamentals of Speech ................................................................. .
Ma th. 201 General Mathematics I ........................................................... .
Soc. Sci. 101 Western Civilization .......... ................................................ ..
Sci. 101 Biology, Sci. 103 Chemistry or Sci. 105 Physics ....................
Sci. 107 Personal Health a nd Hygiene ......................................................
Ph. Ed. 101 Organized Recreation ..........................................................

Second Semester

3

3

2

G e neral Education

18
(Junior Practicum integrated with courses of Junior Year)

Curriculum Variables
F. A. 142 Pointing .................................................................................... ..
F. A. 144 Drowlng--<:omposition-Design ..................................................

3

1
2

2
1
2

3
2
2

3
2
2
1

4½

3
2

3

2

18

INDUSTRIAL ARTS
SENIOR
FINE ARTS

First Semester

Professionalized Subject Metter
I. A. 431
I. A. 437

Metal Work Ill ............................................................................
Electricity I ..................................................................................
Basic Professional Courses
Soc. Sci. 401 Sociology ....................................., ....................... ~ ...............
Ed 401 Classroom Application of Mental Hygiene .............................. ..
Specialized Professional Courses
Ph. Ed. 411 Recreational Leadership ............................................................
Curriculum Variable
I. A. 435 Graphic Arts 111 ............St~.d~nt Teaching
Ed. 40 3

Student Teaching

Periods Sem . Hrs.
4½
3
3
2
3
2

3
2

2
4½

3

4

4 weeks ...................................................... ..

18

SOPHOMORE
First Semester
General Education
Periods Sem. Hrs.
Soc. Sci. 201 Geographic Influences on Civilization ............................... .. .
Mus. 201 Social Interpretat,on of Music ..................................................
Eng. 201 Survey of Literature .................................................................. ..
Ed. 201 Introduction to American Education ............... ........................... ..
Ph. Ed. 201 Rhythmical Recreation .......... ...... ..........................................
F. A. 241
F. A. 243
F. A. 245

Curriculum Variables
Carving-Modeling-Sculpturing ................................................
Art and Civil ization ....................................................................
Costume and Fashion Illustrat ion ..............................................

3
2

3

3

3

2
2

2
1

4½

2
3

Second Semester
Professionalized Subject Matter
I. A. 432 Metal Work IV ..........................................................................
I. A. 438 Electricity 11
Basie Professional Course
Ed. 402 School and Community Health ond Safety Education ................
Specialized Professional Courses
Ed. 4 34 Guidance ........................................................................................ ..
Ed. 4 32 Psychology of Adolescence ..........................................................
C urriculum Variables
I. A. 436 Elementary School Industrial Arts o r Soc. Sci. 414 Gov. a nd Pol.
Student Teaching
Ed. 404 Student Teaching 4 weeks ....................................................... .

2

3

2
2

18

j¼

3
2

2

2

2
3

2
3

3

2
4

18

Second Semester
General Educ ation
Ed. 204 Psychology ..................................................................................... .
Mus. 202 Social Interpretation of Music ................................................
Eng. 202 Survey of Literature ..................................................................
Ed. 202 Introduction t o American Education ........... ,........................ ........
Ph. Ed. 202 Rhythmlcol Recreat ion ............................................................
F. A. 242
F. A. 244
F. A. 246

Curriculum Variables
Ca rving-Modeling-Sculpturing .............................................. ..
Art a nd Civilization ........................: ......................................... ..
Costume and Fash ion Illustration ............................................ ..

3

2
3
2

2

4½

2
3

3
2
3
2

1

3

2
2

18

TEACHERS OF HANDICAPPED CHILDREN

FI NE ARTS

JUNIOR

JUNIOR
First Se meste r

First Se mester

Periods Sem. Hrs.
Profossionaliiod

F.
F.
F.
F.

A.
A.
A.
A.

Su b ject

Matter

341 Ceramics ·····················································::::·: ......................... :.::
343
0
345
347
Basic Professional Courses
Ed. 301 Philosophy ........................................................................ .
Ed. 303 Child Growth ond Development •···················································
Specialiied Professio nal C o u rse
F. A. 349 Techniques of Teoching Art ....................................................... .

f~l~~;i~s~ f~~~f~~l;i~~~~::::::::::::::::::::::::.::·::::::::::::::::::::·.:::::

4½
4½
3
4½

3
3
2
3

3
2

3
2

2

2
13

Second Semester
F.
F.
F.
F.

A.
A.
A.
A.

342
344
346

348

Professional;z-.,d Subject Matter
Ce-ramies ....................................................................................... .

i~i:I~/~g
A;~d i:io.:;;~··i=~·;~i~;.;,-~ii"·:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::·············
Industrial Design and Crofts ..................................................... .

Basic Professional Courses
Educational Psychology ·······················:··········································
Visual and Auditory Aids to Educot,on •··············· ··············
S pociali1ed Professional Co urse
F. A. 350 Public School Fine Arts Curriculum ....................................... .

Ed. 304
Ed. 302

4~
412
3
4½

3
3
2
3

3
2

3
2

2

2

3

Courses for teachers of children who are mentally
retarded
Ed. 35 1 Speech Correction ......................................................................... .
F. A. 351 A rts and Crofts for Slow l earners ....................................... .
GROUP II Courses for teachers of children who have speech
disorders
Ed. 351 Speech Correc1 ion ........................................................................
Sci. 351 Anatomy and Physiology of the Eor and Speech Mechanism
G ROU P Ill Courses for teachers of children who are hard of
hearing
Ed. 351 Speech Correct ion ..........................................................................
Sci. 351 Anotomy and Physiology of the Ear and Speech Mechanism ... .
GROUP IV Courses for teachers o f children who are partially seeing
Ed. 351 Speech Correction ......................................................................... .
Sci. 353 Anatomy, Physiology and Hygien" of the Eye ............................
GROUP V Courses for teachers of children who have orthopedic
disabilities
Ed. 351 Speech Correction ..........................................................................
Sci. 355 Anatomy, Physiology and Kinesiology ........................................
Curriculum Variable
Eng. 313 Cont emporary literature ............................................................

3
2

TEACHERS OF HANDICAPPED CHILDREN

18

FINE ARTS

SENIOR

First Semester

Periods Sem. Hrs.
Pro fessionali1ed Subject

~~~~~\~

Matter

3

°:~if"..~~~..~~~~.:'.:...::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Basic Profe ssional Courses
S
S · 401 Sociology .................. ••···· ••••·· · ·· ···· ······ · ··· ·· ··········· · ······ ·········· ···
4oci'" Classroom Applicotions of Mental Hyg1er.,a •·················•·············
Curriculum Variable
1. A. 441 Basic Industrial Arts ··········•·""''''"""'''"'''''''''''''''''"'''''''''''"''''''''
St ude nt Teaching
Ed. 403 Student Teaching 4 weeks •··························••·•·····························

E°i·

3
2

r ~: ~:~

~~i~~i~

Professionali1ed Subj-.,ct M atter

Basic Professional C ourse
Ed. 402 School and Community Health and Safety ~ducot,o-, •···············
Spe ciali1e d Professi o nal C ourse
F. A. 446 Philosophy of Art Education •·····················································
Curriculum Va riable
Soc. Sci. 404 Internat ional Relat ions or 414 Government and Politics....... .
Stude nt Te a chin g
Ed. 404 Student Teoching 4 weeks •·························· ··················

2
2

2
2

2
2

2
2

2

2

3

3

2
3

3

2

2

2

Seco nd Semeste r
Professionali1ed Subject Matter

4

3
3

°::t'~n..~~~ ..~~~~.t':'...:::·.::::·.::::::::::::::::::::·.::::::::::::::::·.:::::::

2
3

JUNIOR

3

18

Se cond S emester

Periods Sem. H rs.
Professio naliie d Subject Matter
Sci. 31 1 Science in the Elementary School ...................................••....••...
2
2
F. A. 311 Arts and Crofts in the Elementary School .....................•. .....
2
2
Mus. 311 Music in the Elementary School ............................................... .
2
2
Basic Professional C ourses
Ed. 301 Philosophy of Educat ion ...........................................................•
3
3
Ed. 303 Child Growth and Development ......................................................
2
2
Specia li1ed Professional Courses
Each student preparing to teach handicapped children will specialize for teaching
a particular type of handicapped children by completing the courses in one of
the following groups, continuing in the same group through the junior and
senior years.
GROUP

(Junior Pract icum integrated with courses of Junior Year)

F. A. 441
F. A. 443

43
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2

2

3

3

3

3

Moth. 312 Mathemat ics in the Elementary School .... ..............................
Ph. Ed. 312 Physical Education in the Elementary School ..........•.............
Eng. 312 l eonguoge Arts in the Elementary School .............................•..
Basic Professional Courses
Ed. 304 Educat ional Psychology ..................................................................
Ed. 302 Visual and Auditory Aids in Education ..........................................
Specialized Professional Courses
GROUP

4

18

Courses for teachers of children who are mentally
retarded
Ed. 352 Reoding Disabilities ........................................................................
Ed. 4 52 Curriculum Building for Different Maturation levels ................
GROUP II Courses for t eachers of children who hove speech
disorders
Ed. 354 Psychology of Speech ................................................................. ..
Ed . 458 Phonet ics .....................................................................•..................

Periods Sem. Hrs.
2
2
2
2
2
2
3
2

3

2

I

2
3

2
2

2
3

2
2
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CATALOG OF THE

44

C o ursas for teachers of children who are hard of
hearing
Ed. 354 Psychology of Speech .................................................................. ..
Ed. 458 Phonetics ........................................................................................
GROUP IV Courses for teac hers of c hildren w~o are partially seeing
Ed. 352 Reoding Disobilities ..........................._. .............._..........._.................
Ed. 356 Principles of Educotion of Children with lmpo1red Vision ......_..
GROUP V Courses for teachers of child ren who have orthopedic
disabilities
Sci. 452 Heolth Problems of the Orthopedicolly. Hondicop~d ....................
Ed. 358 Education and Care of the 0rthoped1colly Handicapped ........... .
Curriculum Variabla
Literature ..............................................., ........... .
Eng. 314 Contemporary
(Junior Practicum integrated with courses of Junior Yeorl

Speciali1ed Professional Courses
GROUP I C o urses for teachers of c hildren who a re me ntally

GROUP Ill

2
2

2
2

2
2

2
2

2

3

2
3

2

2

retarded
Ed. 454 Clinical Measurements ................................................................
GROUP II C o urses for teache rs of children who ha ve speech
disorders
Ed. 456 Speech Clinic ........................................................................... ...... .
GROUP Ill C ou rses for t eachers of children who a re ha rd of hea ring
Ed. 460 Audiometric Testing a nd Heoring Aids ........................................
GRO UP IV C o urses for t e ache rs of childre n who ore pa rtially seeing
Ed. 4 62 Teaching of Typewrit ing for Partiolly Seeing Children .......... ..
GROUP V C ourses for teachers of children who have orthoped ic
d isa bilities
Ed. 464 Vocationa l Guida nce of Handicapped Children ..........................
Curriculum Variables
Soc. Sci. 404 International Relations or 4 14 Gove rnment a nd Polit ics ..........
F. A. 4 12 Art s and Cra fts 11 ..................................................................
Student Teaching
Ed. 466 Student Teoching of Handicapped Childre n 4 weeks .................. ..

TEACHERS OF HANDICAPPED CHILDREN

SENIOR
First Semester

Reading in the Elementary School ............................................

Basic Professional Courses

Soc. Sci. 401 Sociology .........................................: .................................... ..
Ed. 401 Classroom Applications of Mental Hygiene ..............................

2

2

GROUP
Ed. 453
Ed. 4 55
GROUP

reta rd ed
Materials and Methods for Slow Learners ..................................
II Courses for teachers o f children who hove speech
disorders
Speech Pathology ......................................................................... .
Speech Clinic ............................................................................... .
Ill Courses for t e achers of children who ore hard o f

hearing
Ed. 457 Methods of Teoching the Hard of Heoring .............................. ..
Ed. 459 Speech Reoding ............................................................................
GROUP IV C ourses for teachers of children who ore p artially seeing
Ed. 461 Methods of Teochlng the Partially Seeing...................................: ..
GROUP V Courses for teachers of children who have orthopedic
disabilities
Ed 463 Rehabllltotion Through Physical Educotion, Physical The rapy
·
and Occupotionol Therapy ........................................................... .
Curriculum Veriebles
Math. 4 11 Statistics and Evaluation in the Elementary School ............
Ph. Ed. 411 Recreotionol Leadership ......................................................... .
Student THching
Ed 403 Student Teoching 4 weeks .......................................................... ..

3
2

3

3

3

2

2

2

2

2

2

2
3
3
4

3
2

3
2

3
2

3
2

4

4

3

3

3
2

3

Sem. Hrs.

Pe riods Sem. Hrs.

Basic Profession•! Courses
School and Community Heolth and Safety Education ................

2
2

2
2

2

2

3
2
3
2
2

2
3
3

DESCRIPTION OF . COURSES

,.

Professionalized Subject Matter

Soc. Sci. 412 Social Studies in the Elementary School ..............................
Eng. 41 2 Children's Literature ....................................................................

Ed. 406 The Elementary School Curriculum ..........................................................
Ed. 407 Principles and Practices in Elementary Education ....................................
Math. '132 Statistics ond Evoluation In the Secondary School ............................
Sci. 401 Astronomy ..................................................................................................
Sci. 402 Geology .... ................................................ ................. ...................................
Soc. Sci. 402 New Jersey History and Government ..............................................
Soc. Sci. 403 Economics ............................................................................................
Soc. Sci. 414 Government ond Polit ics ..................... ...............................................

1

SENIOR

Ed. 402

2

Subjects from the following curriculum varia ble s a r~ t a ken in lieu of t he
variables listed in the preceding curricula if t he needs of ind ividuals or
<;1roups are better met by some of the following variables.

2

TEACHERS OF HANDICAPPED CHILDREN
Second Semester

2

ADDITIONAL CURRICULUM VARIABLES

Specialized Professional Courses
GROUP I Courses for teachers of children who ore mentally
Ed. 4 5 1

2

Professionalized Subject Matter
Periods Sem. H rs.

Eng. 411

45

The courses regu larly offered by the college are list ed and described
accord ing to depa rtments in the following pages. An attempt has been
made to limit the descriptive material to a minimum g iving only details
which are necessary to clarify the t itle of t he course. Editorial comment
regarding the need and a im of the course has been omitted.
The numbering of each course is coded to give the year in which
it is offered, the curriculum and the semester. The first d ig it of the
number indicates the year in which the subject is given; for example,
one denotes fres hman year, two denotes sophomore.
The second d ig it denotes t he curriculum. Zero denotes subjects
required of all students. One denotes subjects required of student s in the
General Elementary Curriculum; two, the Kindergarten Prima ry Curriculum; t hree, the Industrial Arts Curriculum ; four, t he Fine Arts Curriculum; and five, the Curriculum for the Teachers of Handicapped Children.
The third d igit is odd if the subject occurs in t he first semest er and
even if it occurs in the second semester.
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ART
Courses in the Arts are designed to serve two primary purposes: (I)
to prepare specialists in Fine and Industrial Arts for elementary and secondary schools, and (2) to prepare general classroom teachers in kindergarten and elementary schools to take an active part in providing rich
art experience for all children.
The point of view governing the procedures and content of the courses
is intended to leave the student with these understandings:
Art ability, both creative and appreciafive, is an ability enjoyed
by all.
Full development of personality requires development of this
ability.
Arts means both product and process, both of which permeate
daily living.
•
Genuine art is an expression of the period in which it was created.
A rt is concerned with both emotion and intellect, both idea and
technique.
The same principles are fundamental to all the arts, whether aural
or visual.
During the first two years art majors will use their elective opportunities to lay a broad foundation of studio work in a variety of mediums.
During the second two years, half of their time will be given to courses in
education and half to technical courses in a wide variety of fields of art
practice. The major courses are designed to provide competent leadership in fine and industrial arts education in the elementary and secondary
schools throughout the State.
For the kindergarten-primary and general elementary students a fouryear sequence is provided which is intended to achieve three major objectives: (I) to give all prospective teachers a rich program of creative
experience in art mediums; (2) to provide a background of knowledge of
the cultural arts of major peoples and periods, and (3) to provide sound
philosophical and psychological bases for methods of teaching the arts.
During the first two years the student will explore a variety of areas
such as painting, modeling, design in industry, costume, dramatics, housing, furnishing and community planning; together with an opportunity for
craftsmanship in weaving, pottery, wood and metal work, printing, plastics
and photography.
In the third year these experiences will be applied to met hods of
teaching and curriculum building in connection with- the work of the
Practicum. Art will be treated as an integral part of school life.
In the fourth year the student will round out his background by an
historical study of great creative periods, including modern and contemporary art. The application of this background knowledge to con-

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _N_._J. STATE TEACHERS COLLEGE AT NEWARK

temporary art movements and present-day educational needs will be
mad_e in reading, in discussion and in first h~nd exploration of the place of
art in the contemporary world as exemplified in the metropolitan area.
F. A. IO 1-102

Social Interpretation of Art ( 4 sem. hrs.)

Workshop activities, readings, lecture-discus;ion and visits to collections and
museum_s to devolp an understanding of the place and function of art in living. The
emphasis of the course will be on art in the contemporary scene with historical
backgrounds explored as they relate. Photography, moving pictures, theatre, dress
design, industrial design, advertising, painting, sculpture, architecture, and the
crafts are among the areas which will be considered.
F. A. 141-142

Painting (6 sem. hrs.)

Painting in oil, water color, gouache, tempera. The emphasis of the course is on
the development of individual power of expression in painting. The work and the
sources of modern and contemporary artists will be studied.
F. A. 143- 144

Drawing, Composition and Design (4 sem. hrs.)

Art elements, principles of design, and drawing as a vocabulary in composition. A
study o~. masters will be made with special emphasis on the skills of drawing and
composition as a part of the artist's personal idiom.
F. A. 241 -242

C arving an d Modeling (6 sem. hrs. )

Modeling in clay, carving in stone and wood, constructing in planes, volumes and
masses. A study of sculptural art of both t he present and the past will be made
through reading, discussion and museum trips.
F. A. 243-244

Art and C ivilization (4 sem. hrs. )

An over-al l view of art in relation to culture patterns through lecture-discussions
t rips, practical problems and extensive reading. Studies will be made of the a~
form produced by the social, economic, political and religious forces at work in
such periods as the fifth century in Greece, the Middle Ages, the Italian Rennaissance,
contemporary life and such areas as Mexico, the Orient, and contemporary primitive
cultures.
F. A. 245-246

Costume and Fashion Illustration ( 4 sem. hrs.)

A study of the fundamentals of design in dress, of becoming and appropriate dress
of wardrobe planning a_nd suitable use of accessories. Opportunity will be give~
stu~ents to s~lect materials for themselves based upon personality study, to practice
various techniques of fashion illustration, to visit museums and shops and to consult
fashion experts when possible.
F. A. 3 11

Arts and Crafts in the Elementary School (2 sem. hrs. )

Chi!d growth and maturity patterns of children's plastic and graphic art expression,
materials and processes, sources of art materials, community resources, use of nature
materials, and museum collections. These will be organized in terms of a good art
program in an elemenlary school.
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F. A. 341-342 Ceramics (6 sem. hn.)
Making pottery by slab, coil, throwing, end casting; decorating with slip, under•
glaw, sgrafitto end glaze; making glazes; stacking end firing the kiln. Important
contributions to the world's ceramic arts will be studied through reeding, reports,
and museum visits.

F. A. 343-344 Textile Arts (6 sem. hn.)
A study and appreciation of woven and printed textiles through visits to museums,
shops and galleries. Opportunity will be given students to weave on simple and fourharness looms, to do tie dyeing, batik, block printing, stenciling, silk screen printing,
embroidery and applique as a textile art.
F. A. 345-346

Housing and House Furnishing (4 sem. hrs.)

A study of the problems of housing end community planning, the traditional and
twentieth century styles of fijrniture, garden designs, houses, accessories, pictures,
table settings, furnishing plans and budgets. Opportunity will be given students to
take trips to well-designed communities and housing developments and to museums,
shops and model homes.
F. A. 347-348

Industrial Design and Crafts (6 sem. hrs. )

Workshop activities in construction and experiment in three dimensional materials,
leather work, plastics, metal work; design in advertising, packaging, display, industrial
products. Reeding, discussion and trips to the studios of craftsmen and industrial
designers will further emphasize the relationship of materials, function and design.
F. A. 349

Techniques of Teaching Art (2 sem. hrs. )

The pattern of development of the child as he expresses himself in art media; the
materials, skills and processes suitable to children's maturity levels. The development
of unit and lesson plans will be related to the practicum situation .
F. A. 350

Public School Fine Arts Curriculum (2 sem. hrs.)

An over-ell view of the elementary and high school curriculum and the relation•
ship of art to the curriculum and the community. A study of present art programs
will be made and a set of criteria for evaluating an art curriculum will be a major
area of consideration.
F. A. 351

Arts and Crafts for Slow Learners (3 sem. hrs. )

Meaningful end interesting manual activities for sequential skill d evelopment.
These projects will be with wood, leather, plastics, metal, ceramics, basketry, cardboard, end weaving. Emphasis will b e on the needs of muscle coordination through
practice activities.

F. A. 411--412

Arts end Crafts J.IJ (6 sem. hn.)

Workshop activities in t he a rts and crafts of the elementary school program .
Painting, modeling, weaving, pottery, lettering, poster making, book making, paper
mache, puppetry, b lock printing , stenciling, plaster work, metal work, leather, wood,
plastics, e nd three dimensional construction are materials end processes which will be
explored.
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F. A. 441--442 Thutre Design end Puppetry {6 sem. hn.)
S~udio work in_ designing, _lighting, costuming, end make-up for stage production;
makrng and stag ing productions of various types of puppet shows. Traditional and
cont~mporary stage forms will be made a part of the student's experience through
reading and back-stage and studio visits.

F. A. 443-444 G raphic Arts (6 sem. hrs.)
Etching, drypoint, wood cuts, wood engraving, lithography, silk screen, photogrems
and_ photography. ~-aterial, tool and process will be considered as integral part of
design and compos1t1on. The work of masters in each field of graphic arts will be
studied.
F. A. 446

Philosophy of Art Education (3 sem. hrs. )

Theory and practice of art in education. Wide reading in the philosophy and
psychology of art education will be the source of criteria and evaluation of current
theories and practices.

EDUCATION
. The courses under this heading provide the more specifically professional content. They deal with the theory and practice of education as
a~ immediate pre~aration for teaching. Principles developed from the
h1st_ory of educati_on, from philosophy, psychology, anthropology and
soc1_ology, are ~~pl ied and translated into methods of teaching the various
sub1ect~; of a1din_g the personal adjustments of pupils; of defining t he
professional function of the teacher; of conducting the social enterprises
of t he classroom; and of evaluating the results of t he teacher's effort.
Because of its concern with the underlying principles of education, the
Depart~en~ of Edu_cation r~~ognizes and accepts a responslbility for
leadership in a continuous cr1t1cal examination of the curriculum and the
teaching process in the schools, as well as the continuous improvement
of t he whole college program for the education of teachers. So far as
the _maturity a_n~ expe_rienc_e of th_e students warrant, they have an opportunity to part1c1pate 1n this continuous creative effort to build a better
curriculum a nd to refine the teaching process.
Ed. 201-202

Introduction to American Education (4 sem. hrs.)

The place of education in America. The history of education, its achievements,
organization and relation to American Democracy will be studied.

Ed. 204 Psychology (3 sem. hrs.}
. A sc!entific study

of

human behavior with special reference to understanding a nd
1mprov1ng _the ~tudent s_ own behavior patterns. The work centers a round persona lity
~nd the b1~log1~al, soc1_el, e nd cultural fa ctors that influence its development. Read•
ings end d1scu~s1ons, with ~mphes_is upon. normalcy, in the field of growth, development, personality a nd emotional life provide the technical knowledge for the course,
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Ed. 252

Principles of Teaching Hand icappe d C hildren (2 sem. hrs. )

For early detection ond proper core of all hondicopped children.
Incidence,
causes, ond diagnosis of hondicop~ os well os consideration of different remedial
procedures ore essential to any adequate program. Visitations will be made to observe programs for the mentally and physically handicapped.
Ed. 301

Philosophy of Education (3 sem. hrs.)

Philosophies of life os related to education, the unique function of education in o
democracy, the ploce of the indivduol in relation to society. The study will include
the nature of freedom ond discipline; ond the concepts of chonge, progress and
evaluation in the good society.
Ed. 302

Visual and Auditory Aids to Ed ucation (2 sem. hrs.)

Effective organization and use of motion pictures, radio, phonograph transcriptions,
two dimensional illustrations and three dimensional models, field trips. Students learn
good utilization of simple materials, blackboard, bulletin boords, sond tables, os well
os operation of motion picture projectors ond other machines.

Ed. 351

C hild Growth and Development (3 sem. hrs. )

Techniques of studying child growth, o correlation of the learnings concerning
its biological. psychological and sociological aspects. A first hand study of children
is provided in the practicum schools to goin on understanding of child behavior
ond needs.
Ed. 304

Educational Psychology (2 sem. hrs.)

A critical onolysis of the learning process including theories odvonced by mojor
schools of thought. The study includes maturation ond learning, insight, orgonizotion
ond relationship, conditioning, repetition, ond motivation.
Ed. 322

Principles of Education of Young Children ( 4 sem. hrs.)

Historical development of education in kindergorten-primory grodes ond recent
trends in nursery school education. Students learn curriculum construction ond development and selection of equipment, sources of supply and costs. Topics include on
evoluotion of growth, including survey of stondordized tests, anecdotal daily records
ond summaries, reports ond conferences with parents. Students participate in loborotory kindergarten ond in Parent-Teacher activities.
Ed. 331

Principles of Industrial Arts Education (2 sem. hrs. )

The functions, scope, content, methods, physical settings and history of industrial
orts. Subject matter clossificotions include (a) power (b) construction (c) transport ation (d) communication (e) monufocturing.
Methods involve work experience,
planning, field study, illustrative aids, creative expression ond personnel. The relationship of Industrial A rts to science, lo nguoge, ort, socio l sciences, ond other
subjects is traced.
Ed. 332

Curriculum and Teaching of Industrial Arts (2 sem. hrs.)

A resume of industrial orts os o bosic port of general education. Analysis is mode
of transition periods, st ages of development, t erminology, types of shop organization,
current need s ond trends, c urriculum construction ond evaluat ion of content.

Speech C orrection ( 2 sem. hrs.)

A study of the necessary theory ond skills to develop better speech habits in all
pupils and to help those with minor speech handicaps. Attention will be given
to the recognition and to some consideration of speech disorders due to structural,
emotional and mental conditions.
Ed. 352

Reading Disabilities (2 sem. hrs.)

Meons of adapting t he reading program to individual needs. Attention will be
centered on the neurological, physical, mental or emotional aspects which may
impede learning. A specific case study will be made of t he individual problem in
learning the tool subject of reading.
Ed. 354

Psychology of Speech (2 sem. hrs.)

The development of speech in the child, the relation bet ween longuoge ond
thought, semantics, listener response, ond other psychological processes bosic to
effective speech.
Ed. 356

Ed. 303
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Principles of Education of Children with Impaired Seeing (2 sem. hrs.)

Consideration of physical surroundings, specialized equipment ond various plons for
conducting classes for the paritally seeing.
Ed. 35S

Education and Care of the Orthopedicolly Hand icapped (3 sem. hrs.)

Interpretation of medical reports ond records of medical officials. An anol'(sis is
mode of academic difficulties and needs due to specific physica l handicaps. Consideration is given to mointoin ing o "normal" school program for each child.
Ed. 40 I

Classroom Applications of Mental Hygiene (2 sem. hrs.)

Knowledge ond skills which will help the teacher to get along with ond understand
himself ond the persons with whom he lives, the children, other teachers, parents
ond other members of the community. The course offers opportunity for study of
procedures used in individual cose studies.
Ed. 402

Schoof ond Community Health and Safety Education (2 sem. hrs.)

A critical study of all factors in the school ond other ports of the community
affecting health ond sofety of children. Curriculum moteriols ond experiences in
health and safety ore studied os well os services ovoiloble in this field. The role
of the teacher is emphasized in developing knowledges and practices relating to good
health ond sofety.
Ed. 403-404 or 466

Student Teaching (8 sem. hrs. )

Groduol induction into teaching. The student is assigned os co-worker to 0
successful teacher in the public schools. The assignment is mode on the bosis of
the present training needs of the student but factors of convenience and preference
ore also considered. The student is supervis,;,d and roted by o college instructor with
the ossistonce of the cooperative teacher. The work includes all activities of teaching,
both planning ond execution. By the end of the period the student tokes full chorge
of the doss for several doys ot o time. Stude nts preparing to teoch hondicopped
children spend four weeks with o normal cla ss ~nd then fcur weeks with O handicapped
doss, Education 466.
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Ed. -406

The Elementary School Curriculum (3 sem. hl'I.)

Curriculum d esign, petterns o f c urriculum develop me nt, current practices 11nd
procedures, g rad e plecement of m11te ri11I, C hildren's experiences are conside red in
t he light of mod e rn psychology of leerning a nd growth.
Ed. -407

Principles and Practices in Eleme ntary Education (2 sem. hl'I.)

A study of t he objectives of the elementery school 11nd meens used t o obtein
them. Best current p rectices in o rganizat ion , motivation, 11 nd proced ures e re studied.
Ed. 421-422

Psychology of Adolescence ( 3 sem. hrs.)

A study of the characteristics of adolescence with emphasis on the needs of the
secondary school student in his quest for mat urity.
Ed. 4 34

Material and Methods for l eeching Slow-Learners {3 sem. hrs.)

Construction of programs which will edequetely correlate skill subjects with the
cores of interest, emphasizing subject-time allotments end subject spacing. C onsideration will be given to the ev11lu11tion 11nd use of 1111 records. Curriculer materials
will be selected end compiled, which c11n be used to teach mentally h11ndic11pped
child ren 11t various levels.
Ed. 452

Curriculum Building for Diffe rent Maturetion Levels (3 sem. hrs.)

An 11ne lysis of ell su bjects which 11re 11ppropri11te for mentally handicapped. The
selectivity of t hese curriculum offerings with emphasis on content blocks suitable
for d ifferent meturetionel levels will b e cerefully enelyzed. Definite consid eretion will
be given to the integretion of the c urriculum selections in the meking of e unit
program.

Ed. 453 Speech Pathology (3 sem. hl'I.)
A consid e ration of the more serious speech disorders of 11phesia, stuttering, cleft
pala te sp eech, a phoni11, and the speech of the physicelly 11nd mentally h11ndic11pped.
Ed. 454

Speech Clinic (4 sem. hrs.)

. An o~portunity for clinical practice with d ifferent types of speech h11 nd ic11pped, in
d,egnos,s, referral to other specialists, +reining 11nd treatment procedures.
Ed. 457

Methods in Te11ching the Hard of He11ring (3 sem. hrs.)

Special methods 11nd techniques in teeching the elementary subjects to ha rd of
hearing children. Emphasis is placed on the coordination of reading, speech, hearing,
and speech reading.
Ed. 458

Phonetics ( 2 sem, hrs. )

The speech sounds from the acoustic, visual 11nd kinesiologic approaches. This is
11n essential course for teaching phonics, for work in general speech improvement,
and for eiding children with articulatory speech defects.
Ed. 459

Lip Reading (Speech Reading) (2 sem. hrs. )

An analysis of the visual speech-reading problems, with methods and techniques
for teaching speech reading. Foundation procedures, fundamenta l exercises, source
materials, 11nd teaching plans 11re an essential part of the course.

Guidance {2 sem. hrs.)

The guidence program in the modern secondary school, educ11tion11I, vocetion11I,
11nd personal guidance. Guidance techniques employing personel inventory, occupational and educetionel information, end counseling ere studied es ways to help
secondary pupils solve their own problems.
Ed. 451

Ed. 455-456
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Kindergarte n-Primary Curriculum {6 sem. hrs.)

Planning the school environment and its use to meet the developmental needs
of young children. A study is made of existing meteriels of instruction. Daily progrem of ectivities in Kindergerten-Primery gredes is planned. Directed observation
and participetion with teacher 11nd children 11re provided in care 11nd use of m11teri11ls.
Ed. 432
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Clinical Measurements (2 sem. hl'I.)

An overview of a ccepted verbal 11nd ob je ctive clinicel tests which ere in use in
most psychologicel clinic s. The course will provide for prectice in the edministretion
of e few tests under supervision, so that the student will bec ome mo re fe mili11r with
t he behevior of individuals, especially t he menta lly hendic11pped, in test situat ions.

Ed. 460

Audiometric Testing 11nd Hearing Aids (2 sem. hrs.)

Instruction in the methods and techniques of conducting hearing tests and of
using hearing aids. Consideration is given to the relationship of hearing loss to
speech and language and the attention that must be given to remedial educational
procedures.

Ed. 461

Methods of Teaching the Partielly Seeing (4 sem. hrs.)

leeching procedures, educetion11I meteri11ls, end curricular modifications adapted
to the needs of the partially seeing. Vocational guidance will be considered iri relation to community opportunities and the physicel potentialities of the child.
Ed. 462

Teaching of Typewriting for Partielly Seeing Childre n (2 sem. hrs.)

An elementary course in the teaching of typewriting.
needs to be given to the partially seeing in this course.
Ed 463

No special consideretion

Reha bilitation Through Physical Educat ion, Physical Therapy and O ccupational Therapy (3 sam. hrs.)

Applied 11n11tomy, physiology 11nd kinesiology through lectures 11nd clinical observation. Special em phasis is given to technica l inst ruction in m11nue l erts e s t hey relete
to p hysicel rehe b ilitetion.

Ed. 464

Vocational Guidance of the Handicapped Children (2 sem. hl'I,)

yoc11tionel r~quirements in relation t o verious types o f physically h11nd ic11pped
children as t heir needs relate to community opportunities 11nd physical potentialities.
The literature will be reviewed on the outstanding successes of t he physically handicapped.
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ENGLISH
While t he problem of communication .con~erns .all departme~t~ .of the
college, the English Department recognizes its direct respons1bd1ty for
the technical skills and special knowledges of language a nd literature. The
English courses of the student's first year e mphasize facility and accura.cy
of expression. Later courses are designed to give the stu~ent a pprec iation, understanding and enjoyment of the great works of literature.
The study of English serves a dual purpose. '.n a teachers c.ollege, since
the student must not only develop his own ability to communicate a.nd t o
receive communication but he must also lea rn to teach t hese skills to
children. For this reason, courses in the professionalized language arts are
included in the curricula for teachers in the elementary school.
Eng. 10 1-102

Fund amentals o f English (4 se m. hrs. )

Treining end practice in reeding, writing, speaking, ond listen!ng os communicat i~n.
Emphasis is placed upon clarity, effectiveness, an~ occur~c~ :n the use of English
for personal and professional purposes, with attention t o 1nd1v1dual needs.
Eng. 103-104

Funda mentals of Speech {2 sem. hrs.)

Basal techniques for individual development in speech. The mechanism of s~e.e.ch
is studied; training in voice production and articulation is given; and respons,b,l,ty
toward an audience is stressed.
Eng. 201 ,202

Surve y of Lite rature ( 6 se m. hrs. )

Selected readings in world literature from ancient times to t he present century.
Literature is studied as an interpretation of life.
Eng. 3 12

Eng. 411
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Read ing in t he Elementa ry School (2 se m. hr~.)

Current t hought and practice in teaching elementary-school children t o read.
The developmen t of reading skill ond the integration of reeding with oll areas of the
curriculum are given practical classroom application.
Eng . 412

C hildre n's Lite rature (2 se m. hrs. )

A survey of t raditional and modern stories, poems, ploys, and informational materials for children. Woys of helping children to use and enjoy literature are presented.

INDUSTRIAL ARTS
The industrial arts program of the college proposes to increase the
student's knowledge and skills in the major industrial arts areas-woodwork, metal work, plast ics, electricity, mechanical drawing and the graphic
arts. It is presupposed that the student enrolling for the industrial arts
prog ram has had preliminary training and contact in his seconda ry school
work with industrial arts subjects. In addition to increasing the above
knowledges and skills the student is d irected in the techniques of teaching
industrial arts in the secondary schools.
The industrial arts department emphasizes the relation of the cultural
aspects of arts to the development of civilization and the vital part that
industry plays in the lives of each of us today. Crea t ive satisfactions
resu lting from well-designed and ca refully executed projects are provided
for in the experience the student finds in t his a rea.
The student majoring in t he industrial arts is expected to have contact
with industry through having actually worked in an industrial establishment.
This is obtainable in the summers or preceding the student's enrollment
at t he colelge.

La nguage Arts in the Eleme ntary School (2 sem. hrs. )

A n introduction to methods and materials for guiding children in using spoken and
written English for communication and for creative expression. Classroom procedures
are demonstrated.
Eng. 313-314 C ontemporary Literature ( 4 sem. hrs. )
A merican, English, and European literature of the twentieth century. Special
consideration is given t o ideas, forms and trends which seem likely t o have an influence outlasting our own day, but currently popular writing is not overlooked.
Eng. 321
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I. A. 131-132 Woodwork 1-11 (6 sem. hrs. )
A fundamental course involving basic processes and techniques in woodworking.
Use, care and sharpening of hand tools; charact eristics and uses of common woods
ore included. A study is made of good design and construction principles. Practical
work consists of exercises and test s on the techniques and processes covered. The
work includes advanced hand woodworking, problem breakdown into learning units,
procedure planning, shop maintenance and safety. Characteristics and applications
of the various finishing materials ore studied. The course includes practical work in
construction of projects involving maximum of hand operations, and individual student
lecture-demonstrations.

Language Arts in Kinde rgarten-Primary Grades (2 se m. hrs. )

Development of language in young children, including oral and written expression
basic t o the evolution of t he rea ding program in the lower elementary grad es. The
study includes reading materials and techniques o~ teaching. A survey of t ests and
research findings in the field of t he language arts ,s made.

I. A. 231

Metol Work I {3 sem. hrs.)

Layouts, cutting, bending, forming, fusing of sheet metals and iron and steel.
Tra ining is given in hand and mochine operations together with technical information,
sou rces of supply with emphasis on skills in tool manipulation.
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I. A. 232

Metal Work II (3 Hm. hrs.)

A continuation of metal work one with additional techniq ues in processes of filing,
chipping, polishing, plating ond general finishing of metals.

I. A. 233-234

Mechanical Drawing 1-11 (4 sem. hrs.)

Introductory course involving core and use of moteriols ond instruments, theory ond
practice of mechanical drafting, pictorial sketching, lettering ond dimensioning ,
visuolizotion of views, orthographic projection. The course covers working drawings,
applied geometry, ouxiliory projection, isometric and other methods of pictorial
re presentation.

I. A. 337 Ceramics (3 sem. hrs.)
Making pottery, by coiling, throwing, jiggering and costing, making glazes, stacking
ond firing the kiln. Relationship of moteriol, processes and function, as the basis
of d esign in ceramics for industrial t rial production is studied.

I. A. 338-Household Mechanics (3 sem. hrs.)
Care ond maintenance of home opplionces. Various household appliances ore
studied from II scientific approach to their repair and upkeep. A "handy-man"
procedure predominates. Students d evelop job and informational sheets.

I. A. 431
I. A. 331

Woodwork Ill {3 sem. hrs.)

Study of the common woodworking machines, their maintenance, and safe opera•
tion. Wood technology, joinery ond finishes ore included. Students learn pattern,
furniture ond cabinet making. Eoch student completes one or more projects o n this
level ond presents a lecture-demonst ration on one of the operations involved.

I. A. 332 Woodworking IV (3 sem. hrs.)
Consideration of the specialized woodworking machines; jigs ond unusual opplfcotions. Students learn odvonced wood technology, joinery, finishing ond touch-up. An
onolysis of the position of woodworking in the general Industrial Arts program is
mode.

I. A. 333

Mechanical Drawing 1_11 (2 sem. hrs.)

Continuation of Mechonicol Drawing II, wit h emphasis o n d eveloped surfaces ond
intersections, gears ond cams, threads, electrical ond piping drawings.

I. A. 334 Mechanical Drawing IV (2 sem. hrs.)
Fundomentols of orchitecturel drawing ; pla ns, details end conventions; inking ond
tracing; blu eprinting. A genera l onolysis is mode of the whole field of mechonicol
d rawing os it pertains to t he teaching of Industria l Arts.
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Metal Work Ill (3 sem. hrs.)

Introduction to the processes and procedures of machining, drilling, grinding, lathe
work, spot welding, tapers, thread cutting, foundry and forging with general principles
of pattern making.
I. A. 432

Metal Work IV (3 sem. hrs.)

Procedures and practices in art metal and jewelry together with introduction to
plastics. Students study relationships between construction ond enrichment of artistic
product, emphasis on design, etching, ra ising, t ooling, engraving and general finishing. Brazing and hard soldering ore thoroughly considered,
I. A. 435

Graphic Arts Ill (3 sem. hrs. )

Continuation of Graphic Arts I and II, emphasis on bookbinding ond popermaking;
lino leum block, woodcut and silkscreen printing; etchings a nd engravings; thorough
study of photography, including darkroom work. A study of the mimeographing ond
blueprinting process will be covered.
I. A. 436

Bementary School Industrial Arts (2 sem. hrs.)

Acquaints ond assists in t he use of tools ond moteriols in activity programs through
the elementary grades. Tool processes, various media ond t heir use form e d iversified
beckground in helping children live, work end pley more intelligently in our industriel society.

I. A. 437 Electricity I (2 sem. hrs.)
I. A. 335

Graphic Arh I (3 sem. hrs.)

A survey of the printing industry; its scope, orgonizotion, relationships ond importance in education . Simple hend setting, spacing, punctuat ion and division of
words; platen press maintenance ond operat ion ore included.

A unit in prectical working knowledge of fundementels of elementery el ectricity.
Students follow e combinetion of leboratory, experimental and constructiona l experi•
ments in magnetism, circuits, generators, motors, radios, heating a nd lighting ond
general opplionces in everyday use.

I. A. 438 Electricity II (2 sem. hrs.)
I. A. 336 Graphic Arts II (3 sem. hrs.)
Historical study of the development of the f undomentol graphic arts processes.
Procticol work is given in setting composition, printers' terms ond mothemotics;
proof readers' marks ond their use; lock-up advanced platen press operation, safety.

Continuation of electricity one with odditionol work involving direct and alternating
currents, simple light ond power circuits, tra nsformers, ormoture winding, telephones,
television, motor repair a nd gene ral mointenonce. J ob she ets ond courses of study
will be studied.
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I. A. 44 1 Basic Ind ustrial Arts (3 sem. hrs. )
Handwork in wood, metal, and plastics. Emphasis is placed on basic use of hond
tools suitable for elementary school pupils.
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Mathematics of Industrial Arts (4 sem. hrs. )

A discussion of those phases of mothemotics os arithmetic, geometry, trigono'.11etry,
o nd the like, thot apply to the woys and means of industry which are found on the
Industrial A rts program.

MATHEMATICS
Mathematics is the universal language developed by man to describe
and organize his ideas of number. This language, with its own complete
set of signs and symbols, is woven through every strand of ou r growing
culture. Indeed, the advance of civilization throughout the world has
kept pace with progress in mathematical thinking.
Society delegates to the teacher t he task of training the young to
understand and use number. It follows that the elementary school currriculum must allow a substantial amount of time for mastery of that mathematics which is essential to good citizenship. For each child the road
to the mastery of number should be the same high adventure as it was
for those who first created it.
He who plans to teach will require a background of mathematics
beyond the minimal program fo r everyday living. How to use the tools
of the common branches of mathematics is not enough. He must recognize what tools a mathematical situation requires and when to use each.
He should be able to interpret the mathematics found in the articles of
educational journa ls which he will read. Further, he should have tim e to
develop an appreciation of the perfection and beauty of mathematics
as an expression of the highest fo rm of creative thinking of man. In
short, if he is to teach well, the teacher must know far more mathematics
than he is expected to teach.
Math. 101-102

General Mathematics (4 sem. hrs. )

History ond orgonizotion of our number system; equations os related to tobles ond
graphs ; the function concept in arithmetic, algebra, trigonometry, ond onolytic
geometry; compulotionol methods including opproximote computation, scientific
nototion, logarithms, ond the use of the slide rule. Applications ore mode to oll
fields: business, engineering, shop, fine ort, music, the sciences, ond the home.
Math. 21 1-2 12

General Mathematics (4 sem. hrs. )

A continuation of General Mothemolics lo include derivation of theoretical.
ond empirical equations; the theory of probability; molhemoticol induction; the
co~cept of o locus, of slope, of o limit, of moximo ond minima, of the t heory of
differentiation ond integration. Applications in the physics of motion ond elec•
tricity, in compound interest ond annuities, in lows of biological growth, in music,
ort ond statistics.

Math. 312

Mathe matics in the Elementary School (2 sem. hrs. )

The teaching of meaningful orit h met,c
· ·on th e e Iemen t ory _gru
• des , covering fu ndomental number operations, problem-solving, ond lesson-plonnong.

Math. 411

Statistics and Evaluations in the Elementa ry School (3 sem. hrs. )

The treatment ond interpretation of quantitative doto. in measurement on?
evoluotion, applied to the elementary school includ ing the k,ndergorten ond hond,copped groups.

Math. 431

Statistics and Evaluation in the Secondary School (3 sem. hrs. )

The treatment ond interpretation of quontitotive doto in measurement ond_ ~voluotion applied to secondary education with special attention to the lndustroo Arts
prcgrom.

MUSIC
Many rich and significant rJ1Usical expe riences are open to all students
of the College. They may attend the Metropolita n Opera performances
throughout the season, and go t o concerts, rec itals, lectu~e_s and confe re nces sponsored by the Griffith Foundation. They may 1oin the Glee
Club and Orchestra, both of which are affiliated with t he Ne w Jersey
Federation of Music Clubs. Those who play instruments are g iven opportunities for solo and ensemble performa nce. In the last two years, the
music courses are associated with the student teaching activities of the
Practicum. Here t he students acquire the background which helps them
to enter into and interpret actual school situations.
Mus. 101-102

Fundamentals of Music (6 sem. hrs.)

A technical course to give t he student the knowledges ond skills ".'hich moked' f~r
· d" 'd I power ond musicianship. Music notation and theory will be stu oe •
on ,v, uo
d
t·
d
·
d' g
Experiences ore furnished in eor training, icto ,on, on music reo on •

Mus. 201-202

Social Interpretation of Music (4 sem. hrs. )

A course for the understanding ond enjoyment of music. Representati~e compos_ers,
compos,·t·,ons, f orms on d styles, ond the elements of musical structure will be studied.
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Music in th, Elementary School (2 sem. hrs. )

An evaluation of the place of music in on educational program. Principles, materials, and procedures for leaching music in the elementary schools o re presented.

HEALTH AND PHYSICAL EDUCATION
The task of t he Department of Health and Physical Education is to
provide each student a fter four years of college participation with sound
health and an intelligent understanding of a wholesome program of living.
The average person takes good health for granted and interprets
it in terms of freedom from disease. This narrow interpretation in no
way implies the positive state of well-being which enables the individual

to work and to play at his best with the least strain. Throughout the
cou rses in hea lth and physical education, the purpose is to assist the
student to realize his optimal health and efficiency so that he may be
able to contribute much to life and to get much from it. The fortunate
teacher who possesses abundant good health is a financial asset to his
school system . He is likely to be emotionally stable and he has the
abilit y to teach health a nd physical efficiency by example.
It is also our task to provide the college student with a well-balanced
activity program to insure his physical efficiency. Wide experiences in
conditioning exercises, games, dances and sports are provided. The
student meets situations which develop quick-thinking leadership, accompanied by sound, common-sense judgments. Throu gh definite exercise,
he is exposed to vigorous muscular and orga nic development which will
condition him to meet physical hardships with endura nce.
In these courses, it is recognized that enjoyment plays an important
part in morale building and that rea l enjoyment can result from strenuous
physical activity.
Ph. Ed. 101-102

Organized Recreation (2 sem. hrs.)

Exercises, games, sports and rhythmic activity. The student has a n opportunity to
develop interest and ability in the fundamental skills.
Ph. Ed. 201-202

Rhythmical Recreation (2 sem. hrs.)

Traditional and modern folk dances for elementary grades and community gatherings of adults, basic steps in social dancing, square and round dances, and simple
top routines. Special dances with suggestions for simple costuming for fest ival and
program use will be employed, allowing for correlation with the social sciences, art,
music and other areas of the curriculum.
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Physical Education in the Elementary School (2 sem. hrs.)

Problems of_organization of material for various age levels. Emphasis is placed
on the recreat,o~al a~d educational potentialities of physical education as it applies
t~ modern proc!•ces ,n th_e elementary school. Objectives and aims of each grade
w,th accompanying materials ore studied.
Ph. Ed. 411

Recreational Leadership ( I sem. hr. )

Organization of recreational programs and equiprl!ent for schools, camps, p laygrounds, and the community. Methods ore given for conducting tournaments and
community meetings.

SCIENCE
In t he long struggle of man to ma intain and improve his life in his
universe, the work of science began only recently. As a method of understa nding and controlling t he environment in o rde r to meet human needs
science has been revolutionary. Primarily it is a means of testing t hough;
a nd p redicting what t he outcome of action will be. The growth of a
great body of scientifically tested knowledge has built civilization as we
knc,w it and put man increasingly in control of the forces that govern his
lifo. Educated persons, and particularly those who propose to teach,
mL1st have a substantial acquaintance with the method and t he findings
of science, upon which modern civilization is built.
The teacher, as a member of the intellectual leadership in his community, must have a generous cultural background of natural science.
The. :e~cher _as a professional guide to children must, in addition, gain
fam,1,arity with the much larger scope of usable science content and
activities that are appropriate to the intellectual and cultural growth of
children at their own levels. In addition, the method of science is increasingly used in his own profession of education, which is one of the
youngest of the newly developed social sciences. A good scient ific background lays the basis for a scientific attitude toward human behavior and
education.
In the courses that follow for t he freshman and sophomore years the
effort has been to economize the time of the student to the greatest extent
compatible with providing an essential and sound background ,n the
natural sciences.
In_ the j~nior year when the student begins an intensive and practical
experience in the field, a course in element ary school science prepares the
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Sci. 355

young teacher to recognize and use t he many opport unities in the child's
immediate environment fo r developi ng scientific method ond knowledge
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Anatomy, Physiology and Kinesiology (3 sem. hrs.)

A study of the body structure ond movement of body structure through the muscles,
bones ond joints. Special emphasis is given to a b norma l body function ing.

at his level.
Sci. 40 I
Introductory Biology (4 sem. hrs. )

Sci. 101-102

,v,

.

A survey of the astronomical universe with attention to such phases as the solor
system, our stellar galaxy, the milky woy ond nebulae. Such phenomena os d oy ond
night, seosonol changes, eclipses, lunar phases ond tidol action a re studied. The
relationship of astronomy to novigotion, time recording ond time keeping is noted.

.

· o f 1· ·ng things The fundamentals of structure and
The •,nterd epend enc,es
h function
in the primary processes of respiration, digestion, circulation, excretion, t e nervous
systom, and reproduction.
Sci. 103-104 Chemistry (4 sem. hrs.)
The simpler understandings of structure and transformationf odf mater. tpplicad
tions in such phases as the atmosphere, water. fire, fuels, oo ' re rigera ,on an
sanitation.
Sci. I05-1 Ob

Physics ( 4 sem. hrs.)

The various manifestations of matter and energy throu?h the study of such topics
as light, color, sound, magnetism, electricity and mechanics.

Sci. 107- 108

Personal Health and Hygiene (4 sem. hrs.)

A back round of scientifically accurate health information,_ realistic criti~i~m of
·
;naceas emphasis on positive health through planning ond proct,c,ng . o
vohriol us p
'
of 1·,v·,ng
The cou rse furnishes experiences for t he potent,ol
w o esome prog ram
.
d" I
teacher to find out a b out himself and his health needs a nd to ad a ccor ,ng Y·

Astronomy (2 sem. hrs.)

'
)
I

Sci. 402

Geology (2 sem. hrs. )

Theories of how the eorth begon ond come to assume its present form . The
effects of such agencies os wind obrosion, woter erosion, glociotion, volcanic ond
earthquake phenomena ore included. The study includes the nature of rocks ond
minerals in their formation. The periods of eorth history ond the contemporary
changes in living forms ore traced.

Sci. 452

Health Problems of the Orthopedically Handicapped (2 sem. hrs.)

An onolysis of crippling factors ond d iseases with their subsequent physical defects
(major and multiple), with o study of specific methods for handling these cond itions.
School core ond treatment, together with cooperative programs between the school
and home, are stressed.

SOCIAL SCIENCE
Sci. 311

Scie nce in the Elementary School (2 sem, hrs.)

.
d
f simplified experiments and instructional materials that
The prepare t ,on on use O
h .
I
·
t
·r, II serve the interests of children concerning t e1r noturo env1ronmen •
will spec, ,co y
Sci, 312

Gene ral Scie nce for Teachers ( 2 sem. hrs. l

• d · w of the noturol environment os revealed by the ostronomicol,
A n orgon,ze vie
"d
·
f th
b
eological, biological, physical and chemical sciences. A cons, eration o
e pro ·
fems involved in adopting this field to curriculum development,

Sci. 351

Anatomy and Physiology of the Eor ond Speech Mechanism (2 sem. hrs.)

· I
nd pathology for those p eople who pion to assist tre speech
Anatomy, p hys,o ogy, a
defective or the hord of hearing in training programs.

Sci. 353

Anatomy, Physiology and Hygiene of the Eye (3 sem. hrs.)

An understanding of the structure, fu nction and hygiene of the eye. ~;mmon eye
diseases ond defects, vision testing, ond cooperation with the eye spec,o ,sts, nurses
o nd various agencies a re considered.

The Department of Social Science includes the areas of thought ond
knowledge found in economics, geography, history, political science and
sociology. If attempts t o assist student s to obtain useful knowledge concerning sources of material in each of these fields, and to develop standards of living that will aid them, and those with whom they associate,
in establishing a permanent peace.
Critical and detailed examination of a variety of cultures by means
of the methods of t he Social Sciences should develop in the student an
understanding of his own culture and of his own functions within that
c ulture .
Soc. Sci. 101- 102

WHtern C ivilization (b sem. hrs. )

A survey of the development of modern western civilization from prehistoric times,
with emphasis on institutions and concepts.
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Soc. Sci. 201

G eographic Influences on Civiliiation (3 sem. hrs.)

This is II study of the relationship between man's activities and his natural environment. Man's way of living and his cultural levels are affected by climate,
physiogr11phic features, surface, soil, and other geographic factors. New inventions
will be translated 11s changes.
Soc. Sci. 21 1-212

American C iviliiation (4 sem. hrs.)

An analysis of the growth of the basic institutions and ideals of the civilization of
the United States from the viewpoint of contemporary life and its problems.
Soc. Sci, 3 11-312

World G eography for Teachers {6 sem. hrs. )

A study of the major geographic conditions which have so largely determined the
ways of living, degree of cultu ral progress, contributions to civilization, and intern11tion11I contacts. A study is made of the life and resources of each country and
the possibilities of progress and development. International relations and t rade and
friendship will be emphasized. Air age effects will be interpreted.
Soc. Sci. 40 I

Sociology ( 3 sem. hrs.)

A scientific study of culture, group life and personelity 11s they contribute to 11n
understanding of the phenomena of organized societies.
Soc. Sci. 402

New J ersey History and Governme nt (2 sem. hrs.)

A review of the significant features of New Jersey history, especielly in its relation
to our national history, including II close ex11min11tion of the structure and function
of state government and the changes therein.

Soc. Sci. 403

Economics {3 sem. hrs.)

A scientific study of the factors of production, the market economy end the
pressing economic issues of our day.
Soc. Sci. 404

Internationa l Relations (3 sem. hrs.)

A realistic en11lysis of the principles of international politics 11s they relate to the
causes and results of two world wars end the forces contending for world mastery.
Soc. Sci. 41 2

Social Studies in t he Elementary School (2 sem. hrs. )

This course will develop the values and objectives of elementery school social
studies and explore 11ppropri11te methods of curriculum org11niz11tion a nd teaching.

Soc. Sci, 414 Governme nt and Polit ies (3 sem. hrs.)
A survey of the principles and practices of government in the United States with
attention t o other political philosophies. Local, county end state governments ere
covered.

